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Mon closed
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The Galerie im Tempelhof Museum is proud to present photographs, photo-
grams, and scans by Moritz Haase that deal with the past. The starting point is 
the artist’s own origins, which he explores into an all-encompassing search.

Approaching his own history through the use of relics such as childhood toys, 
recounted memories, and photographs, and then working with these finds by 
means of different photographic techniques, Haase’s art adds new perspectives 
to the original objects of memory. They become symbols for one’s own identity 
in the continuum of past, present, and future. 

Starting from the individual story, Haase broadens his view. Time fans out before 
him and thoughts become more and more general, revolving around our integra-
tion into the world as well as historical change. 

Our memories connect our present with the past. But memories change and mix, 
fade and disappear into abstraction. Haase’s procedures reflect these very pro-
cesses. His works question our handling of memories; our strategies to hold on 
to them despite their fluid existence and to manifest them into an individual as 
well as collective historiography. Which memories are preserved? How do they 
survive? And which get lost?

Berlin-born artist Moritz Haase (1994) studied Photo-design at the Lette Verein, 
Berlin. Since 2018 he has been studying Visual Art at the Universität der Künste 
Berlin. Haase has taken part of numerous group exhibitions.

© Moritz Haase, „Heritage“, 2021
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